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Montag, Donald Michael Kraig, and many others. Considered as a whole this collection of
writings provides an invaluable introduction to many aspects and personalities of the occult and
esoteric worlds by one of the foremost authorities on such arcane subjects. Collected here are
Lon’s best writings, each crafted with an eye toward the importance and immortality of the work
with his studied insight and scholarship, along with his renowned sense of humor.
Llewellyn's Complete Book of Ceremonial Magick Lon Milo DuQuette 2020-02-08 This book
features the greatest minds of magic assembled in one place! Compiled by two of the leading
figures in the magick community, this new hardcover title in Llewellyn's Complete Book series
includes more than 650 pages of fascinating insights into the history and contemporary practice
of ritual magick. With contributions from dozens of top authors, this book brings the practices,
theories, and historical understanding of magick into the 21stcentury, including in-depth
chapters on: Foundations of Western Magick • Qabalah • Demonology & Spirit Evocation •
Alchemy • Planetary Magick • Enochian Magick & Mysticism • The Magick of Abra-Melin • The
Golden Dawn • Thelema & Aleister Crowley • Polytheistic Ceremonial Magic • Magician's Tables
• The Future of Ceremonial Magick
Magical Qabalah for Beginners Frater Barrabbas 2013 Provides information about the history
and theory of Qabalah as well as its practical ritual use.
Golden Dawn Magic Chic Cicero 2019-05-08 An easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide to the
Golden Dawn system of magic The Golden Dawn system of magic is known throughout the world
as one of the most effective and comprehensive approaches to working with occult powers. But
for beginners or intermediate practitioners, it can be difficult to know where to start and where
to go for expert guidance. Golden Dawn Magic shares bite-sized exercises and meditations to
help you build the skills that are needed for the more advanced rituals, guiding beginner and
intermediate practitioners on a powerful journey of magical work. Chic and Sandra Tabatha
Cicero, senior adepts of the Golden Dawn, provide a firm foundation in practical Golden Dawn
theory and methods, without the complex lessons and grades of more traditional approaches.
This collection ofaccessible step-by-step instructions for visualization, meditation, energy
projection, and working with willpower opens the doorways of magic. You will also discover
hands-on exercises for learning the Golden Dawn's approach to esoteric arts like tarot and the
Qabalah. Once you've mastered the fundamental skills, this book guides you through dozens of
more advanced rites, rituals, and techniques, including: Greater and Lesser Banishing Rituals •
Expanded Visualizations • Opening by Watchtower • Ritual of the Rose Cross • Prayer of Osiris •
Exordiums of Thoth • Godform Assumption • Achieving Invisibility • Creating Your Own
Talisman •Telesmatic Images • And Many More Whether you are just becoming interested in the
Golden Dawn or you have already gained some experience in these methods, Golden Dawn
Magic will be an extraordinary aid to you as you move forward on your journey in this powerful
system of magic.
Experiencing the Kabbalah Chic Cicero 1997 The mystical Kabbalah is a precise mystical system
that describes universal laws and how to utilize spiritual principles in everyday life. This
beginner's guide to the subject emphasizes learning the concepts through personal hands-on

Reclaiming Our Health Michelle A. Gourdine 2011-04-26 “An interactive and empowering
book” to help African American men and women create a new vision of better health and
navigate the health care system (BET.com). According to the federal Office of Minority Health,
African Americans “are affected by serious diseases and health conditions at far greater rates
than other Americans.” In fact, African Americans suffer an estimated 85,000 excess deaths
every year from diseases we know how to prevent: heart disease, stroke, cancer, high blood
pressure, and diabetes. In this important and accessible book, Dr. Michelle Gourdine provides
African Americans with the knowledge and guidance they need to take charge of their wellbeing.
Reclaiming Our Health begins with an overview of the primary health concerns facing African
Americans and explains who is at greatest risk of illness. Expanding on her career and life
experiences as an African American physician, Dr. Gourdine presents key insights into the ways
African American culture shapes health choices—how beliefs, traditions, and values can
influence eating choices, exercise habits, and even the decision to seek medical attention. She
translates extensive research into practical information and presents readers with concrete
steps for achieving a healthier lifestyle, as well as strategies for navigating the health-care
system. This interactive guide with illustrations is a vital resource for every African American on
how to live a healthier and more empowered life, and an indispensable handbook for health-care
providers, policy makers, and others working to close the health gap among people of color. Says
Gourdine, “I wrote this book to empower our community to solve our own health problems and
save our own lives.”
The Complete Golden Dawn System of Magic ISRAEL. REGARDIE 2019-09 The Special Black
Edition includes a new Foreword by noted occultist David Cherubim as well as new material by
S. Jason Black and Lon Milo DuQuette and Dr. Jack Willis and Christopher Andrew Fleites of the
OTO. Every book is unique and one of a kind each containing a different Hebrew Letter. This is
the master compilation of the magical teachings of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn of
which Israel Regardie was an initiated Adept. The material in this book is a highly improved
version of the ground breaking material in the four-volume set by Dr. Regardie that
revolutionized the Occult world in the late 1930s. It includes the Order's instructions in Ritual
Magic, Invocation, Tarot, Qabalah, Enochian, Astrology, Esoteric Doctrine and more, along with
the Order's Initiation Rituals.This new edition includes a Foreword by the great David Cherubim.
It also includes a complete Index and detailed Table of Contents, compiled by James Strain, to
assist readers in their Golden Dawn studies as well as new material by Chic and Tabatha
Cicero.This is a massive and beautiful hardcover book and includes copious illustrations with
several in full color, each book contains a different Hebrew letter. Limited to only 22 copies.
Allow Me to Introduce Lon Milo DuQuette 2020-02-01 A guided tour to the occult and esoteric
worlds from a beloved author and scholar For over 30 years Lon Milo DuQuette has written
incisively about the tarot, magick, Qabalah, and divination and provided introductory material
for the most renowned authors on these topics, such as Aleister Crowley, Israel Regardie, John
Dee, Frater Achad, Rodney Orpheus, H. P. Lovecraft, Phyllis Seckler, John Michael Greer, Susan
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experience. The simple exercises and ritual drama engage personal creativity and imagination
while forming the basis of a personal daily practice. Illustrated.
Son of Chicken Qabalah Lon Milo DuQuette 2018-11-01 This simultaneously funny and serious
book provides the easiest, fastest way for readers to painlessly attune themselves to the
mysteries of the Hebrew alphabet and immerse themselves in the fundamentals of practical
Qabalah. It is a road map from the Godhead to your head—a clear and lucid guide to an
extremely complex, mystical topic. By performing the exercises and rituals in the book, the
reader can complete the self-initiatory process comprising the three main degrees of Rabbi
Lamed Ben Clifford's Practical Qabalah course.
The Chicken Qabalah of Rabbi Lamed Ben Clifford Lon Milo DuQuette 2010-07-01 A unique and
humorous -- and also practical -- approach to the increasingly popular study of Qabalah. This is a
seriously funny book! Traditional Qabalistic (or Cabalistic, or, indeed, Kabbalistic -- read this
book to find out what the difference is...we know you've always wondered) sources tend to be a
bit, er, dry. DuQuette spices up the Qabalah and makes it come alive, restoring the joy of
learning the fundamentals of this admittedly arcane system by using simple, amusing anecdotes
and metaphors. This account, written psuedepigraphically (fictitiously attributed to a supposed
authority), allows DuQuette as Rabbi Lamed Ben Clifford to soar to outrageous heights and,
when necessary, stand apart from the silliness to highlight the golden eggs of Qabalistic wisdom
nested therein. Sure to be a revelation to those who think that learning about the Qabalah needs
to be tedious and serious, DuQuette shows that great truths can be transmitted through the
medium of laughter.
High Magick Damien Echols 2018-10-30 “Magick is not a path for followers; it is a path for
questioners, seekers, and anyone who has trouble settling for dogma and pre-formulated
answers. Magick is for those who feel the desire to peel away the surface of reality and see what
lies beneath. Like various persecuted forms of mysticism, magick promotes direct contact with
the source of creation.” —Damien Echols Discover a Powerful Practice for Transforming Yourself
and Your Reality At age 18, Damien Echols was sentenced to death for a crime he didn’t commit.
“I spent my years in prison training to be a true magician,” he recalls. “I used magick—the
practice of reshaping reality through our intention and will—to stave off incredible pain, despair,
and isolation. But the most amazing feat of all that practice and study was to manifest my
freedom.” With High Magick, this bestselling author shares his first teaching book on the
powerful spiritual techniques that helped him survive and transcend his ordeal on death row.
Though our culture has consigned “magic” to fiction, stage illusions, or superstitions about dark
practices, the magick Damien learned is an ancient Western tradition equal the Eastern
practices of Buddhism, Taoism, and yoga in its wisdom and transformative power. Here he
brings you an engaging and highly accessible guide for bringing magick into your own life,
including: • What is High Magick? Damien clears away the stigma and reveals the history and
core teachings of this extraordinary art. • The Four-Fold Breath—a foundational meditation
practice to train your mind and body to channel subtle energies. • The Middle Pillar—how to
bring divine energy into the central channel of your body for empowerment and healing. • The
Qabalistic Cross—a centering technique to help you stay balanced and protected regardless of
circumstances. • The Lesser Rituals of the Pentagram—powerful practices for banishing
negative energies and invoking energy to manifest your goals. • Working with angelic beings and
other spiritual allies to support your practice. • Creating thoughtforms to assist you in your
ongoing magickal development. • Guidance for overcoming your doubts, enhancing your
visualization skills, creating talismans, practicing magick ethically, and much more. “Magick is a
journey,” writes Damien. “It’s a continuously unfolding path that has no end. You can study and
practice magick for the rest of your life and you will still never learn everything that it has to
teach you.” If you’re ready to discover your untapped potential for co-creating your reality with
the energy of the divine, then join this extraordinary teacher to begin your training in High
Magick.
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Magical Qabalah for Beginners Frater Barrabbas 2013-01-08 Discover the history and theory
of Qabalah as well as its practical ritual uses. Explore the five basic but essential parts of
Qabalah: the ten Sephiroth, the twenty-two paths, the Four Worlds, the Three Negative Veils,
and the Tree of Life. The Qabalah is the symbolic key to the Western Mystery tradition. Gain
invaluable insights into all occult systems including high magic, Tarot, astrology, alchemy,
hermetics, and more. In Magical Qabalah for Beginners, Frater Barrabbas shows ritual
magicians, Pagans, and occult students how to incorporate the Qabalah into practice, using
tables of correspondences, numerology, acronyms and formulae, sigils and ciphers,
contemplation, and the theurgy of ascension. Now is the time to penetrate the mystical
properties of Qabalah and make them work in your life. “Frater Barrabbas has crafted a
comprehensive overview of the Qabalah that is clear and accessible.”—Chic and Tabatha Cicero,
Chief Adepts of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and authors of The Essential Golden
Dawn “Those starting out on the path of learning magical Qabalah would do well to explore this
book.”—Scott Stenwick, author of Arcana “Magical Qabalah for Beginners is the introductory
book that I wish we’d had back when I was first being trained in the Craft.”—Veronica Cummer,
author of Sorgitzak: Old Forest Craft
Magic of Qabalah Kala Trobe 2001 Enter into the mystery of the Qabalah by a direct inner
journey, discovering for yourself the Divine realms of Being and Becoming. Magic of Qabalah
presents the Tree of Life in a way that resonates with the modern seeker?not as a static, arcane
system that is only to be studied and pondered, but as a living structure that allows experience
of and interaction with the primal forces of Creation. Sphere by Sphere and Path by Path, you
will climb the branches and taste the fruit of the Tree of Life. Myths and symbols, energies and
entities are revealed as living beings that form the body of the universe of which you are a
part?and of which you can partake as you remake your world in the image of your will. This book
includes: ·Specific guidance for connecting with the Tree of Life ·The qualities, symbols, and
purposes of each Sphere and Path ·Guided visualizations for internalizing Qabalistic energies
·Explorations of traditional and contemporary applications ·The connection with the Tarot ·"A
Qabalistic Tale:" a story based on Tree of Life symbols ·Chapter-by-chapter journeys into each of
the ten Spheres
Kabbalistic Tarot Dovid Krafchow 2005-07-11 Reveals the intimate relationship of the tarot to
the esoteric teachings of the Torah and Kabbalah, and provides kabbalistic interpretations for all
seventy-eight tarot cards along with a detailed kabbalistic reading and interpretation of the Tree
of Life spread. Original.
The Book of Lies Aleister Crowley 2018-01-23 Aleister CrowleyÕs The Book of Lies is an
important and complex work of occultism. Deciphering its many layers of hidden meaning
requires a little patience and more than a beginnerÕs knowledge of Thelema. For those
interested in passing beyond the initiate stage, the reward offered by a deeper understanding of
this challenging text is well worth the effort. This new 2018 edition of The Book of Lies from
Kismet Publishing restores all of CrowleyÕs original text, including the important keys, sigils and
diagrams often omitted from reprints.
The Kabbalah & Magic of Angels Migene González-Wippler 2013-03-08 Using the powerful
insights of the Kabbalah, we can bridge the unfathomable distances between our material world
and the divine realms where angels dwell. In The Kabbalah & Magic of Angels, celebrated author
Migene González-Wippler presents an in-depth look at angels in the context of the Kabbalah, the
comprehensive system underlying Western religion and spirituality. Providing a complete
introduction to Kabbalistic concepts, Migene shows how to apply them to our relationships with
numerous angels. Included are ways to contact angels and work with them, from simple spells
and magical rituals to full Kabbalistic evocations. You’ll discover how to see angels operating in
your life and how to visualize them. Numerous angels are named and fully described so readers
will know exactly which angel to work with for any purpose or desire. Ideal for students of
Kabbalah and lovers of angels.
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A Practical Guide to Qabalistic Symbolism Gareth Knight 2001-05-01 In this groundbreaking
book, Knight shows how the Qabalah and its basic diagram, the Tree of Life, is a system of
relationships among mystical symbols that can be used to gain access to the hidden reaches of
the mind. He also demonstrates how the Qabalah is applicable to all mystical traditions and
religious beliefs, including Christian mysticism, Greek, Egyptian and Celtic mythologies, and
even Native American beliefs. It is indeed symbolic of our universal search for the Divine.
Included here are two books in one. The first compares the Western Mystery Tradition with the
Eastern system of yoga, analyzes the Tree of Life in full detail, and describes the practical
application and theories of Qabalistic symbolism. The second gives the most comprehensive
analysis ever published of the twenty-two 'Paths of Concealed Glory' that join the Spheres of the
Tree of Life taking into account the Hebrew alphabet, astrological signs, and tarot trumps. A
large section explores the history of tarot design and the varying systems of correspondence
with the Tree of Life.
Golden Dawn Magic Chic Cicero 2019-05-08 The Golden Dawn system of magick is known
throughout the world as one of the most effective and comprehensive approaches to working
with occult powers. But for beginners or intermediate practitioners, it can be difficult to know
where to start and where to go for expert guidance. Golden Dawn Magic shares bite-sized
exercises and meditations to help you build the skills that are needed for more advanced rituals,
guiding beginner and intermediate practitioners on a powerful journey of magickal work. Chic
and Sandra Tabatha Cicero, Chief Adepts of the Golden Dawn, provide a firm foundation in
practical Golden Dawn theory and methods, without the complex lessons and grades of more
traditional approaches.
Tarot of the Magicians Wirth, Oswald 2013-02-01 Tarot of the Magicians by Swiss occultist artist
and author Oswald Wirth was first published in Paris in 1927, and a Weiser edition was later
released in 1985. Long unavailable, the book is back in print in a beautiful new package with
full-color pull-out cards reproducing Wirth’s 1889 tarot deck. With a new introduction by
bestselling tarot author Mary K. Greer, Tarot of the Magicians offers tarot enthusiasts and
students of the occult an in-depth and authoritative analysis of one of the most beautiful and
evocative of all modern tarot decks. In this important tarot work of the Major Arcana, Wirth
combines the imagery and symbolism from Alchemy, Freemasonry, Rosicrucianism, and the
magical heritage of Egypt and Chaldea, and explores the astronomical (rather than strictly
zodiacal) associations for the Major Arcana cards.
Godwin's Cabalistic Encyclopedia David Godwin 1994 One of the most trusted reference works
ever published on the Cabala has been revised and expanded. Featuring a new and more usable
format, this book is a complete guide to cabalistic magick and gematria in which every demon,
angel, power and name of God ... every Sephirah, Path, and Plane of the Tree of Life ... and each
attribute and association is fully described and cross-indexed by the Hebrew, English, and
numerical forms. All entries are now incorporated into one comprehensive dictionary. There are
hundreds of new entries and illustrations, making this book even more beneficial for Cabalistic
pathworking and meditation. It now has many new Hebrew words and names, as well as the
terms of Freemasonry, the entities of the Cthulhu mythos, and the Aurum Solis spellings for the
names of the demons of the Goetia. It contains authentic Hebrew spellings, and a new
introduction that explains the uses of the book for meditation on God names. The Cabalistic
schema is native to the human psyche, and Godwin's Cabalistic Encyclopedia will be an
invaluable reference tool for all Cabalists, magicians, scholars and scientists of all disciplines.
Qabalah Made Easy David Wells 2018-12-11 Discover how to use the spiritual teachings of the
Tree of Life to learn more about yourself, improve your experience on Earth, and fulfill your life
purpose. The Qabalah is a Western non-religious mystic tradition (differing from the Kabbalah,
which is an aspect of Jewish mysticism) offering teachings on the nature of divinity, the creation,
the origin and fate of the soul, and the role of human beings. It consists of meditative,
devotional, and mystical practices, including astrology, tarot, and magic. The central
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organizational system of the Qabalah is the Tree of Life - a mystical symbol consisting of ten
interconnected spheres and considered to be a map of the universe and the psyche, the order of
the creation of the cosmos, and a path to spiritual illumination. This introductory book breaks
down the ideas of the Tree of Life into an easy to follow path, and shows how to use it effectively
in our lives. Readers will learn: - the meaning of each of the spheres - a ritual and a meditation
for each sphere - the gods, archangels, crystals, and magical tools connected to each sphere and
how to work with them - how to set up a personal temple and create their own magical symbol how to chant the Qabalistic prayer to draw down the Archangels for protection This book was
previously published in the Hay House Basics series.
Kabbalistic Handbook for the Practicing Magician Joseph C. Lisiewski 2008-10-01 For the
practising Magician, there is no more crucial working knowledge than the Kabbalah. This
complex structure serves as the backdrop against which the magician's thoughts, ideas, ritual
and ceremonial work are placed, and is the archetype which breathes life into secret occult
practices. Yet, none of the numerous books on 'Qabalah' give those 'on-the-spot' attributions,
correspondences and key concepts in a 'user-friendly' style. Until now. And this handbook gives
you even more. It includes never-before-published techniques that enables Western Magic -including Golden Dawn Magic -- to work flawlessly every time! Never again will you need to
wade through voluminous chapters of many different books looking for the Kabbalistic
information you need. In addition, you will have a course of instruction that will enable that
knowledge to work for you as never before. The field is cleared for your main objective: the
realisation of your desires, manifested through properly executed ritual and ceremonial work.
Kabbalah, Magic, and the Great Work of Self-transformation Lyam Thomas Christopher 2006
Based on an innovative blend of Kabbalah and magic, a step-by-step program toward spiritual
attainment guides readers through each level of the the Golden Dawn system of ritual magic and
its corresponding sphere in the Kabbalah Tree of Life. Original. 10,000 first printing.
Enochian World of Aleister Crowley Aleister Crowley 2008-01-01 Many consider Enochiana the
most powerful and least understood system of Western Occult practice. This book makes it truly
accessible and easy to understand. Crowley's work was the launching pad for all that followed.
Originally published in 1912, it rent the veil of the Inner Order of the Golden Dawn and revealed
its most precious jewel for all to see. And now, for the first time, the reader is provided with
instructions that bridge the gap between the material and spiritual worlds by integrating
Enochiana with Sex Magick. Mr DuQuette and Dr Hyatt bring over forty years of practical
experience in the field to show you how to start using this powerful system right now. It also
includes an Enochian dictionary.
The Qabalah Workbook for Magicians Kraft, Anita 2013-07-01 The Qabalah Workbook for
Magicians is the perfect guide for the practicing magician who wants a greater understanding of
Qabalah concepts and practice. Created by Anita Kraft, one of the world’s most respected
Qabalist teachers, this workbook teachers readers how to practice Qabalah using tarot, plants,
stones, perfumes, the zodiac, and other magical sources. Kraft show how to work through the
Sephiroth— the ten attributes or emanations of Qabalah—for greater understanding and
illumination. Drawing on occult works, including those of Israel Regardie, Aleister Crowley, Dion
Fortune, and Lon Milo DuQuette, as well as dozens of Herbrew texts and manuscripts, the
practicing magician can understand the Tree of Life and other Qabalistic concepts. Kraft has
spent more than twenty years creating and perfecting a method by which "Qabalah is
experiential as is mysticism and magick. If all you do is read, you are not a mystic, magician, or
Qabalist. You must do!" writes Kraft.
The Magic of Pathworking Simon Court 2020-10-08 Magical pathworking is the powerful process
of using specific guided meditations to explore the unlimited spiritual energies that form the
contours of our lives. This book guides you through a journey of unique pathworkings based on
archetypal themes and helps you develop your inner work space with initial pathworkings that
explore the influence of earth, air, fire, water and quintessence. Immerse yourself in thirteen
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additional pathworkings that bring your inner landscape into the light so that you can move
forward with a deeper connection to the magic within you. The Magic of Pathworking also shows
how to interpret and incorporate the events, symbols, and magical meanings of your
experiences, creating a strong foundation for continuing transformation on your personal
magical journey.
The Magician's Companion Bill Whitcomb 1993 The Magician's Companion by Bill Whitcomb is
the most complete collection of practical information on magical systems from around the world
you can add to your magical techniques. It begins with a complete introduction to magic, from
definitions to a program of study so you can use the many systems described in the book. There
are 91 systems described, including: ·The four worlds of the Hopi ·The Hindu Tattwas ·The
Chinese Five Elements ·The Chakras ·The eight Chinese trigrams ·The Qabalistic Tree of Life
·Astrology ·The meridians of acupuncture ·Geomantic symbols ·The druid tree alphabet ·The
Enochian system ·The Runes ·The color scales ·The hexagrams of the I Ching ·The 72 names of
God There is so much more in this book. You'll also learn the techniques of working with:
·Alchemy ·Magical Alphabets ·Deities from numerous pantheons ·Telesmatic images ·Magic
squares and sigils ·Attributions for gems and minerals This just scratches the surface of what has
been acclaimed as one of the greatest research tools ever for magicians of all type. The magical
knowledge of our ancestors comprises an intricate and elegant technology of the mind and
imagination. The Magician's Companion makes the ancient systems accessible, understandable,
and useful to modern magicians by categorizing and cross-referencing the major magical symbol
systems. In fact, as a cross-reference, it is simply beyond compare. The Magician's Companion is
the single source with the most complete information on Eastern and Western magical systems
ever published. Students of mysticism, mythology, symbolic art, literature, and even
cryptography will find The Magician's Companion of infinite value. This book is a must.
777 And Other Qabalistic Writings of Aleister Crowley Aleister Crowley 1986-06-01 This
edition includes Liber 777, Gematria (from Equinox Volume 1, Number 5), and Sepher Sephiroth
(from Equinox Volume 1, Number 8).
Qabalah John Bonner 2002-03-15 While it began as a mystical interpretation of Jewish scriptural
texts, today Qabalah is much more. As John Bonner writes in his introduction, "Qabalah is a
metaphysical philosophy, or rather a theosophy, that sets out to answer a series of vital
questions regarding the nature of God, His creation, and the place of man in His divine plan." It
is a living, growing system of personal development. In addition, much of contemporary Western
magick is founded on the work of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, which based its ritual
and teachings firmly in Qabalah. This scholarly introduction explores the mysteries of Qabalah
through the symbolism of the Tree of Life and its four distinct elements: the three Pillars of
Manifestation, the ten Holy Sephiroth, the Paths that run to and from the Sephiroth, and the
Veils. For each Sephirah, Bonner provides detailed information on magical, astrological, and
tarot correspondences - as well as how different religious traditions relate to the concepts
contained in each.
Witch Crafting Phyllis Curott 2001-10-16 The author of Book of Shadows digs deep into the
practices and principles of Witchcraft to provide a comprehensive guidebook that
anyone—novices and seasoned practitioners alike—can use to incorporate the beauty and power
ofWicca into their own daily lives. Phyllis Curott’s first book, Book of Shadows, was an
inspirational, spiritual memoir that chronicled her journey from Ivy League-educated, New York
City attorney to Wiccan High Priestess. By inviting readers of all faiths to share in her own
personal transformation, Phyllis debunked many of the myths surrounding Wicca and revealed it
for what it really is: a spiritual movement whose tenets of Goddess worship and reverence for
Nature were a great deal more accessible and familiar than she’d ever expected. Far from being
just another mechanical spell book, Witch Crafting is the first book to offer readers not only the
how-to of Witchcraft, but also the why-to, explaining the profound spiritual tenets behind Wiccan
techniques. Filled with both traditional and innovative shamanic practices, Phyllis also provides
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an empowering new definition of magic and reexamines the ethics under which Witchcraft is
practiced, offering a groundbreaking alternative to the Threefold Law. With enchanting stories
from Curott’s own experiences, Witch Crafting will also teach you how to: • Master the secret
arts of effective spellcasting • Create sacred space and personal rituals • Perform divinations for
spiritual insight and earthly success • Tap into the power of altered states, such as dreaming,
meditation, prayer, and trance • Keep a magical journal and create your own Book of Shadows
Rich with detailed advice for making magic, working with Nature, and finding the Divine within,
as well as thought-provoking evaluations of this remarkable spirituality, Witch Crafting is the
special volume that you’ve been searching for. Whether you are a beginner or have been
practicing Witchcraft for years, whether you worship in a coven or on your own, Witch Crafting
is the ideal handbook for you, or anyone seeking to unlock the divine power that makes real
magic happen and experience the ecstasy, energy, and gifts of the Universe more fully.
The Complete Book of Spells, Ceremonies, and Magic Migene González-Wippler 1988
Offers comprehensive coverage of the history of magic rituals and practices throughout the
world, presenting information on voodoo, ancient Egyptian and Hebrew magic, palm reading,
secret symbols, astrology, exorcism and spells to overcome enemies and obtain wealth
The Magick of Aleister Crowley Lon Milo Duquette 2003-11-01 Aleister Crowley's ascension into
the pantheon of alternative gurus was cemented by his appearance on The Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band album cover. Unfortunately, he was known more for his reputation as
"The Beast 666" and "The Wickedest Man in the World." All well and good for publicity, but this
infamy eclipsed his teachings, as did his technical and opaque writing style, meant more for
adepts contemporary to him than the average modern reader. Enter Lon Milo DuQuette to
decipher and explain Crowley's texts and more important rituals. Formerly titled The Magick of
Thelema, this revised edition features extensive corrections, a new introduction, and a new
ritual, "The Rites of Eleusis." This is the perfect introductory text for readers who wonder what
the works--rather than the myth--of Aleister Crowley are all about. DuQuette takes the mystery
out of both the rituals themselves and Crowley's writing in this modern grimoire. Step by step,
he presents a course of study in plain English, with examples of rituals and explanations of their
significance. DuQuette also includes a course of study for Crowley's original works with an
extensive bibliography and fastidious footnotes.
Qabbalistic Magic Salomo Baal-Shem 2011-04-25 A comprehensive guide to practicing the
magic of the Qabbalah • Spells for everyday problems related to health, love, prosperity, and
protection • Rituals for advanced high-level magic, such as invocation of angelic powers or
spiritual vision • Explains how to make and design talismans, amulets, and magic bowls,
including harnessing the power of Hebrew letters in their designs • Details the magical uses of
150 psalms The Qabbalah--the Jewish esoteric tradition--is richly woven with magical practices,
from amulets and magic bowls to invocations and magical use of psalms. In this comprehensive
and practical guide to Qabbalistic magic, Salomo Baal-Shem explains how to authentically
perform rituals from the Qabbalistic tradition. The spells and rituals included range from basic
“everyday” magic for health, prosperity, love, protection, and prophetic dreams to advanced
high-level magic such as invoking the highest angelic powers or creating an astral life-form, or
Golem. Revealing the occult teachings of the 4th-century Book of the Mysteries, the magical uses
of 150 psalms, and how to harness the power of Hebrew letters in talisman designs, the author
also shows you how to contact the Maggid, or Divine inner teacher, or attain the spiritual vision
of the Merkabah. A thoroughly accessible guide to the magic of the Qabbalah, this book also
covers the underlying spiritual principles and history of these powerful magical practices.
The Beginner's Guide to the Occult Deborah Lipp 2021-09-21
Qabalah - the Complete Golden Dawn Initiate Steven Ashe 2008-09-22 This is a mammoth
work of monumental importance to the student-participant's understanding of the Golden Dawn
knowledge system. An insightful approach to the evolved Golden Dawn tradition that will delight
the intermediate to advanced student of the Qabalah whilst providing the serious enquirer with a
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time ever, the correctly constructed Watchtower system. The book also includes the mysteries of
the Tarot, a pictorial language, and it describes the development of the esoteric Tarot, how to do
readings, and the significance of the symbolism on the Tarot cards. It concludes with the English
language and its relationship to the Tarot, Enochian, and more. The introduction to The Western
Mysteries serves as a complete introduction to the magickal tradition of the West. You will learn
about the evolution of thought concerning the Elements, astrology, magick squares, geomancy,
words of power, and more. You will find that each section of this book is a key that unlocks the
meaning behind another of the magickal languages that you can relate to your own spiritual
system. It is ideal for a beginning student to explore the mysteries of Western magick. It is a
necessary tool for more advanced students, as it has collected hundreds of charts and lists which
clarify and identify the similarities and differences between various systems. This is a reference
book you will study over and over. The volume of information revealed makes The Western
Mysteries an instant classic and a necessity for any spiritual practitioner.
The Ladder of Lights 1968
The Magician's Workbook Steve Savedow 1996-01-15 For beginning students, this is an efficient
working manual that provides a complete program leading to self-initiation. Includes detailsfor
performing four banishing rituals, four planetary invocations, a daily Eucharist ritual, a selfinitiation ritual, plus a series of rituals for constructing and charging talismans, and much more.
Index.
Kabbalah Handbook Gabriella Samuel 2007-10-18 A comprehensive single-volume reference
guide to the terms and ideas of Kabbalah by a longtime teacher of Jewish mysticism -perfect for
the serious student and newcomer alike. People of all faiths and backgrounds are drawn to the
inspiration, knowledge, and spiritual insight that Kabbalah offers. But too often writings on
Jewish mysticism are impenetrable for the novice, overly simplified for the advanced student, or
misrepresent and sensationalize Kabbalistic practice. The Kabbalah Handbook is the first
comprehensive single-volume Kabbalah reference guide that is indispensable for Kabbalah
students of every level. The Kabbalah Handbook features: - more than five hundred key terms
and concepts in straightforward, easy-to-read definitions and thorough, well-researched
discussions; - Hebrew, English, and Hebrew transliteration for each item; - the language of
origin for each term; - a discussion of all sides of differing opinions within Kabbalistic
philosophy; - pronunciation guides; - nondiscriminatory, gender-neutral language; - important
historical information; - extensive cross-referencing that enables readers to find all terms,
whether they are looking up a word in English or transliterated Hebrew; - twenty-eight original
and innovative illustrations; - thirty-two tables and charts that organize and break down
unwieldy material into manageable items; and - appendices covering topics such as the 613
Mitzvot (biblical commandments), the lunar calendar, and the sacred names of God.

detailed insight upon the bare bones of the GD system revealed by Regardie, Crowley and
Francis King. The threads of ancient Hermetic tradition with relevance to personal initiation.
History of the Golden Dawn Tradition. Full text of Qabalah of 50 Gates (Self-Sentience within the
Astral Plane). The zodiacal talismanic magic of the 72 Angels of the Shemhamphorash & the
Birthchart. Key Texts from the Zohar of direct relevance to Golden Dawn's philosophical model
of the Tree of Life. Initiated Tarot Lore and detailed history of symbolism. Appendices: Detailing
the Symbolism of the GD teachings (illustrated).
Low Magick Lon Milo DuQuette 2011-09-08 Take a fascinating journey into the life of one of the
most respected, sought-after, and renowned magicians alive today: Lon Milo DuQuette. In this
follow-up to his popular autobiography, My Life with the Spirits, DuQuette tells how a friend was
cursed by a well-known foreign filmmaker and how they removed that curse with a little help
from Shakespeare. He explains how, as a six-year-old, he used the Law of Attraction to get a date
with Linda Kaufman, the most beautiful girl in first-grade. DuQuette also reveals the ins and outs
of working with demons and provides a compelling account of performing an exorcism at a
private Catholic high school. As entertaining as they are informative, the true stories in this
memoir contain authentic magical theory and invaluable technical information.
The Mystical Qabalah Dion Fortune 2022-02-01 An occult classic and a Dion Fortune bestseller
of strongly growing interest. Fortune was one of the first to bring this “secret tradition” to a
wider audience with her clear and comprehensive exploration of the Qabalah tradition. The
Mystical Qabalah remains a classic in its clarity, linking the broad elements of Jewish traditional
thought—probably going back to the Babylonian captivity and beyond—with both Eastern and
Western philosophy and later Christian insights. The Qabalah could be described as a
confidential Judaic explanation of the paradox of “the Many and the One”—the complexity and
diversity within a monotheistic unity. Whereas the Old Testament outlines the social and
psychological development of a tightly knit “chosen group” culture, the supplementary Qabalah
provides a detailed plan of the infrastructure behind the creative evolutionary process. The
Mystical Qabalah devotes a chapter to each of the ten schematic “God-names,” the qualities or
Sephiroth which focus on the principal archetypes behind evolving human activity: the Spiritual
Source; the principles of Force and Form; Love and Justice; the Integrative principle or the
Christ Force; Aesthetics and Logic; the dynamics of the Psyche; and, finally, the Manifestation of
life on Earth in a physical body.
The Western Mysteries David Allen Hulse 2000 The Western Mysteries (previously published as
The Key of It All, Book II: The Western Mysteries), by David Allen Hulse, is perhaps the most
comprehensive, in-depth description of various aspects of the Western magickal tradition ever
published. The uniting factor of this book is language. It begins with a discussion of the
mysteries of the Greek alphabet, followed by the different forms of the Runes, and goes on to
describe the mystical secrets of Latin. and then Enochian, where you will discover, for the first
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